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Abstract: - Apriori algorithm has been widely used for association rule mining in the data mining to find out correlations between the
data in the database. This paper presents out the comparative analysis of enhanced Apriori algorithm with the existing algorithm based
on parameters like time, lift, leverage, conviction etc.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Association rule mining is the process of finding out
correlations, association between a set of transactions in the
databases, data warehouses and other information repositories.
Association rules are if/then statements that help to find out
relationships between seemingly unrelated data in a relational
database or other information repository.
An association rule has two parts, an antecedent (if) and a
consequent (then). An antecedent is an item that is found in
the data. A consequent is an item that is found in combination
with the antecedent. Association rules are created by analyzing
data for frequent if/then patterns and then support and
confidence are the parameters that are used to identify the
most important relationships. Apriori algorithm is the basic
algorithm that is used to mine association rules.
II.

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING ALGORITHMS

Classical apriori algorithm
Apriori algorithmic rule is basic algorithmic rule for
association rule mining. It takings by distinctive the frequent
individual things within the data and lengthening them to
larger and bigger item sets as long as those item sets seem
sufficiently usually within the data. The frequent item sets
verified by Apriori are often used to determine association
rules that highlight general trends within the data.
Apriori uses a “bottom-up” approach, wherever frequent
subsets are extended one item at a time( a step called
candidate generation ), and tested against the data.
Algorithmic rule terminates once no winning extension units
are found. Apriori algorithmic rule generates frequent item
sets. If association item satisfies a definite minimum support
and minimum confidence then it’s thought about as a frequent
item. This whole algorithmic rule relies on plan of looking out
level by level.

Association rule mining is a 2 step process:i) Find all the frequent item sets from the data. If support of
associate item set A is larger than the minimum support i.e.,
support(A)>=minsup, them itemset a is thought as frequent
itemset otherwise not a frequent itemset.
ii) Generate association rules from the frequent itemsets.
Improved Apriori algorithm
Huiyang wang et.al [4] proposed two theorems to improve the
Apriori algorithm to reduce the times of scanning frequency
item sets.
Theorem 1:- suppose X and Y are two subsets of transaction T
and X is subset of Y. if Y is frequent item set then X must be
frequent item set.
Theorem 2:- suppose X and Y are two subsets of transaction T
and X is subset of Y. if Y is not frequent item set then X must
not be frequent item set.
Weighted apriori algorithm
Weighted approach with the basic APRIORI was introduced
to address the problem of using single minimum support for
selecting the frequent item sets. In the transactional databases
items are not uniformly distributed. Use of single minimum
support lead to either missing of rare association rules if set
too high or lead to combination explosion if set too low.
Weighted association rules deal with this issue. To reflect
different importance to different items, weights were assigned
to different items.
Consider D- transaction database
I= {i1, i2, i3……} = set of items. Each transaction is subset
of I with transaction id-TID.
Then W= {w1, w2, w3….} is the weight set corresponding
to I.
Classical algorithm was first used to obtain the frequent
item sets without weights. After weight assigning approach,
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attributes with weighted support less than minimum weighted
support were removed.
Proposed Enhanced Apriori algorithm
Enhanced Apriori algorithm scans data base once. For each
row it builds list of possible pairs/permutations of elements.
On next row these build pairs are evaluated. After all scanning
rules are generated and disqualifying pair, Elements are
discarded from results. Managing candidate items using sorted
list reduces time required to scans Items. Items are maintained
in sorted form so it requires lesser amount of time to insert
new candidate item. Breadth first each: BFS helps in finding
building rules as we scan database instead of repeatedly scan
database when building rules. Because as we scan each
transaction: associations are generated.
III.

PARAMETERS FOR THE COMPARISON OF
ALGORITHMS

1.

Time: - time taken by an algorithm is an important
measure to compare the efficiency of algorithms. The
less time takes an algorithm the more efficient is the
algorithm.
Confidence: - The rule A⇒ B holds with confidence
conf if conf% of the transactions in database D that
contain A also contain B. Rules that have a con
greater than a user-specified confidence is said to
have minimum confidence. Confidence ranges within
[0,1].
Support: - The rule A⇒B holds with support sup if
sup% of transactions in D contain A∪ B. Rules that
have a sup greater than a user-specified support is
said to have minimum support.
Lift: - Lift measures how far from independence are
A and B. It ranges within
[0,+∞]. Values close to 1 imply that A and B are
independent and the rule
is not interesting. Values far from 1 indicate that the
evidence of A provides
information about B.
Leverage: - The leverage of an association rule is
that the proportion of additional isolates lined by
each the LHS and RHS on top of those expected if
the LHS and RHS were independent of each other.
Leverage takes values inside [-1, 1]. Values equal or
under value 0, indicate a strong independence
between LHS and RHS. On the other hand values
near 1 are expected for an important association rule.
Coverage: - The coverage of an association rule is
that the proportion of isolates within the data that
have the attribute values or items specified on the

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

LHS of the rule. Values of coverage near value 1 are
expected for an important association rule.
Sometimes called antecedent support. It measures
how often a rule A⇒B is applicable in a database.
10. Conviction: - conviction value ranges along the
values 0.5, 1….. ∞. More the conviction value is far
from 1 more interesting is the rule.
Algorithms

Time (in ms)

Apriori

47

Weighted apriori

32

Enhanced apriori

31

Table showing different parameter values for different
algorithms
Supp Confide Lif Convict Lever Cover
ort
nce
t
ion
age
age
Aprior
8.8
0.1
0.27
79.87
-0.64
0.9
i
5
Weigh
ted
8.8
0.1
0.27
79.87
-0.64
0.9
Aprior
5
i
Enhan
ced
9.5
0.1
1
80.6
0.09
1.0
Aprior
8
i
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IV.
1.

Apriori

2.

Weighted Apriori

3.

Enhanced Apriori

SNAPSHOTS
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